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Growing Up
Ashley Elizabeth Best

Growing Up
Loving daddy was like inviting
wasps to nest under the skin. 

I grew up believing in the rough
cascade of  a watermarked horizon, 
never to trust in praise, 
to remember how much of  our lives
are rounded with sleep, 
to thrash the moment from its bone. 
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Out Cold Bedtime Blues
Jeremy Hanson Finger

Knees bent in
perfect right angles;
hair quiet snakes
on the pillow;
hard to reconcile the composed
statue of  her sleep

(skin deathly in
Venetian-sliced streetlight)

with the breath
at my neck and the
hot fear that will choke
her stomach
when she wakes up.
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Some of  the Recovered
Cameron Anstee

while scrubbing down the shelves:
 bits of  third avenue from construction last summer
 three ladybugs, four wasps
 dust and fingerprints and bits of  paper coming apart

it has been this tree, still,
through tenants and other 
gauges of  little meaning

my thumb slides over a small knot
in your back, once more

in my desire for bookshelves
of  red brick and board; Gram Brown

the extremes of  each season, each season

any thing done by hand before computer

the capacity of  lungs in heat

I remember rain on the lake
but not on the shore

the sweet shit smell of  spring

the dead stood up and danced on stage after King Lear
walking distance from the whore house and bear baiting 
in day light against decay

the body, three days after the move

I am telling you these things so that you’ll know

it’s all right, each of  us can take back what was said
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forcing
jesslyn delia smith
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it was cold, and
suddenly imperative not
to force you
into folds that fit in
cardboard crates

a boxing ring
punch in a
movie, a hook,
an appearance of his
fingernails, torn
resembling mine
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Talking About Fathers
Roxanne Evans

Our mothers bring out watermelon,
sweet and cold on our teeth
dribbling vampire-like down our chins.
And we spend all this time talking about what our fathers do:
an accountant, two lawyers, a real estate agent, 
a news anchorman and a cop.

Jenny says her dad’s a spy,
and it might be true because we only see him some days
in the summer and even then he wears black suits
and always frowns, impossibly adult and devastatingly handsome –
like the dangerous man on my mom’s Soaps.

We splash in the lukewarm inflatable pool
and there’s a half-drowned wasp twitching sad little legs,
tiny and monstrous.
Adam whips off  his G.I Joe swim trunks,
uses them to scoop out the struggling bug,
his bald little penis wrinkly and alien as we laugh
and I thank god (who I picture, somehow, as a burglar)
that I have my safely tucked-up ‘regina’ instead.

My friend Alice is pretend, so only I can see her,
but I still feel guilty when she waves from the top
of  the sun-baked plastic slide and I don’t smile back
because I am talking about fathers with the real kids
and we are laughing, laughing.

.
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from flight part 1 
josh nadeau

in all her long life gladys has never crossed the south saskatchewan

     when she was a new woman she
     joined the other young bodies as
     they clamoured to the train bridge
     dared each other onto the tracks to
     share breath in the dark
              they prolonged
     every motion no handhold peek or
     footstep spent without longing a
     train would come and find them
                  there

 when a steam engine finally burst across the tracks the youth
 caught themselves in the wake hid beneath those parallel planks
 as car after car hurled over the water towards the west shore loud
 as an arcade a record player an angry parent
       her father helped build a
 weir across the river a small overflow dam to keep water from spilling
 up the shoreline it was contrived to make work for the idle hands of  the
 thirties to keep food on the table 
           she envied the train its goal this unheeding
 nature headlong rushing from shore to shore some of  these friends would
 follow the vanishing lights into the darkness but she stayed transfixed 
                     above the water

          the river fed her family
          for a time
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Useful Things
Andrew Riddles

The detective steps away from the porch and walks down the driveway to his car. He stops and 
looks back at me, and in the poverty of  all possibilities left to me now I seek in his sudden turn 
a miracle, a sign that he has perhaps remembered an antidote for strangulation. But all he says is, 
“I am truly sorry, Mrs. Parr.”
It is as his white town car is disappearing down the lane, its shoulders burdened with the yokes 
of  our February snow banks, I realize I had asked him the wrong question. It should not have 
been, Could I have prevented Deborah’s murder? What I had really meant to ask was, Could I 
have predicted it? 

But he did answer the question I had asked. No, of  course my husband and I couldn’t have 
prevented this, he had told me. This was a random act. You are not bad parents. No one will 
blame you. 

Was he correct? Because when I saw Deborah’s face on the cover of  the newspaper this 
morning it struck me that the photograph I had given to the police was just like all the others.

After all, in any week of  the year, in any North American newspaper there it is: the photograph 
of  the murdered young woman, the sophomore strangled, the freshman bludgeoned, the candy-
striper stripped bare and slain. That young woman - she always looks the same.
As I close the front door I see that newspaper again, on the hall table. It is from an earlier age, 
from before ten o’clock this morning. The police had told us there was every hope Deborah 
would be found. So we gave them a photograph of  our girl. The police officer who deals 
with the media took it from my hand, quite quickly as if  he were used to parents suddenly not 
wanting to let go, reluctant to pass over their child from one world into the next. He slid it into a 
small folder and produced a dark green leather bound pad, the size of  a cheque book and wrote 
in a delicate block script a receipt for the photo. (Should I ask for the original of  the photograph 
back?)Should I go turn the house upside down to find that receipt?)

I sweep the newspaper off  the table onto the floor. I leave it lying there. It knows what it did.

Will Henry be asleep? He took three sleeping pills and a glass of  whisky. Sleep is the only place 
to go now. I see more pills in our future, and more tumblers of  liquor, glasses that get larger and 
earlier for weeks to come.
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I pour myself  a large vodka in the den and force myself  to drink it. Select varieties of  my 
daughter look at me from different frames on the bookcase. Deborah and her father posed 
on the ice at the Rockefeller Centre the Christmas she was eight years old and pleaded 
with us to take her to New York; Deborah, now eleven years, rosy with rubella; Deborah 
at Thanksgiving when she was sixteen, coat buttoned against an early snow, her mouth so 
wide and face so russet with that New England vigour that defined her every step that I can 
almost hear her breath, rasping in the late Connecticut afternoon, before she headed into the 
house to have Turkey with her parents and uncles and aunts, her nose running, her cheeks 
turned almost to cranberry by the violent engines of  the log fire; and then there is this 
Deborah – the historically preserved Deborah, for this is the photograph I gave yesterday 
out to be published – the most recent version.

Yes, all the dead young women in the newspaper look the same. There it is in Deborah as it 
is in all of  them, whether they are fat or thin or black or white. What is that magic gloss to 
their hair and twinkle to their eyes? Can it be some secret crystallized essence that seems to 
breed new life just by existing in a photograph? The haphazard lighting and the pixilation 
cannot diminish it and with a fragrant irony it seems that these rabidly vital children can only 
be suppressed by having the very life strangled from them.

I wander through to the kitchen and place the empty glass in the little sink set into the island. 
Last week Henry told Deborah off  after she dumped a pint of  ice in there and he couldn’t 
wash his dessert plate. He had raised his voice.
On the stairs I stop and try to remember if  I locked the front door when the detective left. 
Then I remember that it doesn’t matter anymore.

Deborah’s bedroom is so still, each object placed with fascinating precision to prod at Henry 
and me. How different a carelessly discarded Jane Smiley novel looks when it sits on the 
carpet in blessed ignorance that no one will come home now to read those last 6 chapters. 
Those socks that Deb threw towards the laundry hamper on Monday, just before her final 
shower, they probably still smell of  her. I could go to them and pick them up and breathe 
in an essential Deborahishness that exists nowhere else now. How can I understand science 
when I cannot entertain these curious mechanisms that allow a person to persist only 
through the smell of  their toes in a bundle of  cotton when they themselves have perished 
from this earth?

In/Words 10.1
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In the detective dramas on television the police break the bad news. They say that someone must 
come to the station to identify the body. There are a few questions. They ask, “Is there anyone who 
can come and sit with you?” (This remains for me a phrase of  impenetrable mystery: would that 
person, once fetched, simply sit? Would they observe, mutely, the violence of  the grief, Henry for 
example throwing a vase into the living room wall or me screaming and screaming? Or would they 
make notes perhaps? Perhaps a woman with her hair pulled into a tight grey bun, sat on a straight 
backed chair, like the guard in an art gallery, occasionally asking people not to touch the exhibits, 
for they are fragile and liable to shatter.)
But the police do not tell you what to do once they have left. Take, for example, that laundry 
hamper that Deborah had missed when she tossed off  her dirty socks a few days ago. Where is my 
instruction for this obstacle? Do I throw the clothes out? If  so should they go into the garbage 
unwashed? That doesn’t seem right. They should be laundered. If  I put them through a quick wash 
and then throw them in the dryer, would I fold them carefully afterwards? Iron them? No one 
instructs you in these matters.

In the morning I should probably make her bed and tidy away a few things from the floor – the 
book, the socks, an opened package of  AA batteries, a barrette – and vacuum. When I pick up the 
barrette though, and when I clean the carpet, there will be long auburn hairs, waved as predictably 
as a cartoon sea, that I must pick up. Perhaps I can find someone to do that job for me. Maybe if  
someone comes to sit with us they can extend their repertory to light cleaning duties. For now I 
close the door and go into my bedroom.

Sitting at the dressing table in the dark I remove my blouse, my skirt and my underwear. I am slow 
not with grief  but trepidation. I hear no lax grating of  Henry’s breath. He is not asleep yet. I sense 
an impatience in me, a desperate longing to be 6 months from here in a future which, though never 
empty of  Deborah, is at least bereft of  samples of  pine and satin and lilies, or friends wearing 
black, bearing casseroles and edgy expressions which seem to pull their owners away, even as they 
embrace me, trying to maintain a distance, as if  what is destroying Henry and me is actually a 
communicable disease they might contract. I want some unseen hand to print across the bottom 
of  my life at this very instant the words One Year Later. I will be a tighter skinned, greyer eyed 
version of  myself, in a headscarf  and somber tweeds. I will carry the groceries in from the car. I will 
look out into the garden where Henry will be raking leaves. He will see me and raise a hand, and I 
will reply with a wave even weaker than his, before I turn to place the chicken in the fridge and the 
raisin bran in the cupboard beside the stove.
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I cannot look at Deborah’s photograph now and say, yes, she had all those markers to be 
murdered. Look, can’t you see? Take a note of  that urgent vitality, those sharp eyes, that glossy 
haircut of  boundless potential, the prosperous smile of  tight even teeth that suggest lawyer 
or doctor or professor. That white polo neck poking above the burgundy of  her sweater, 
suggesting that she is successful and popular. All those features that all the other murdered girls 
have, in all those photographs, in all those newspapers, in all those other cities and counties 
and states. 

But what if  I had given the police the photograph last week or last year? If  in any given 
population, one in ten thousand women is murdered, then I could have prepared a sample for 
them. Ten thousand Prom night photos. Could they have seen the indicators? Would they have 
returned the photograph to me with the grave verdict, “Your daughter looks like a murder 
victim”? And if  they had, what would we have done thereafter?

I sit on the bed and twist myself  to lie rigid next to Henry. I feel repelled, in the way that the 
two ends of  magnets might push each other apart. It is as if  the two bodies that made Deborah 
should now no longer be allowed proximity. But just as I decide to jump up, to leave the bed 
and go nowhere where Henry is, he moves. Suddenly his face is burrowing into my stomach. 
I have never heard a man bellow before, literally howl from such a place inside I didn’t know 
it could exist in the normally shallow contours of  Henry’s spirit. I let the tears run down my 
face as he continues for an hour to sob into my skin. His head seems to want to bore into me, 
to find that place from which Deborah issued forth, twenty years ago. At last he seems to be, 
if  not actually asleep, then peaceful. I let him slide back onto his pillow and I ease myself  out 
of  the bed. 

In the bathroom cabinet I find the bottle of  pills. Now these - these are useful things.

In/Words 10.1
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Things Fell On Him
Stuart Ross

Things fell on him, things from trees, from eavestroughs, from the windows of  apartments 
above, and from passing airplanes. Space junk fell on him. Monkeys in astronaut suits. 
Acorns and whirlybirds and pine cones. Sap, and also the droppings of  condors. Hub caps 
fell on him. Toothbrushes. Piano benches. A rare Hank Snow album.
People watched from across the street, and pointed and laughed. He crossed his arms above 
his head protectively and crouched on the sidewalk. Men and women walked by on both 
sides of  him, gripping shopping bags and briefcases and children, but nothing fell on them. 
It was like they were somehow special, he thought. Everyone in the world was special except 
for him.
 
Thing is, it cost the city an awful lot to clean up after him. Some conservative members of  
city council thought maybe they could make him financially responsible for the destruction 
that followed him everywhere he went, but the more progressive caucus pointed out that it 
wasn’t his fault. He didn’t actually do anything to make things fall on him. At least, not so far 
as anyone knew.
 
His was a life of  bruises and concussions. Spilled grocery bags and torn jackets, like in the 
place where the sleeve attaches to the shoulder. It wasn’t like things fell on him every day. 
Sometimes he’d have a two- or three-day streak in which there were no falling incidents. He 
found, though, that he couldn’t relax. His heart pounded hard at the slightest sounds from 
above. When he walked, he took each step like he was testing the temperature of  lake water 
with his toe.

Okay. A guy from the newspaper interviewed him. They were sitting in a café. Halfway 
through the interview, a stuffed moose head tumbled from the wall, and its antlers scraped 
his scalp. “I remember when I was a baby,” he was saying, “I lay in my crib and I thrashed 
about with my arms and legs and I stared up at a beautiful mobile my parents had hung 
above me. It had animals and vehicles and flowers, in all the splendid colours that plastic 
comes in. My parents were very particular about the lighting in my room — it was always 
as if  I were under the shadow of  a weeping willow on a sunny day — and the giraffes and 
dump trucks and tulips just twinkled gently above me.”

The guy from the newspaper asked, “Did it fall on you? The mobile? Did this whole thing 
start happening when you were a baby?”
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“It was the best time of  my life,” the man said, holding a bloodied serviette to his head. “My 
dreams brought me comfort, and when I was awake I could soar up into the mobile and play 
with purple armadillos and zoom around in a green Camaro and sniff  the red daisies. 

A breeze wafted in through the window and all the hanging elements of  the mobile danced 
around me. I have never been so happy since those early months, long before I realized I was 
a person who wasn’t special.”

After this interview appeared in the newspaper, he received dozens of  marriage proposals 
from across the country. He sat in his kitchen and read them, spreading the enclosed photos 
on his table, as chunks of  plaster fell on him from the ceiling.

One letter came from a woman named Paloma who lived in Yellowknife: “Come with me. 
We will go higher than anything else. Nothing will be above us, and so nothing would be able 
to fall on you.” She had drawn a picture of  a stick man and woman holding hands, with rays 
emanating from their featureless round heads.

He brushed the plaster dust off  his thin forearms and sat back in his chair. He thought 
about the top edge of  the universe. About that glorious moment when his head, then his 
shoulders, then his torso, would burst through and nothing would be higher than him.

He stood up and walked across the kitchen, peering up through the small window above the 
sink. The journey would take a toll on his body, a terrible toll, but it would be worth it. It’d 
likely be months before he could walk around feeling relaxed, before the jitters subsided, the 
constant sense of  foreboding. Before the bruises faded and the throbbing in his head and in 
his gut subsided.

In the morning, he quit his job, gave away his possessions, unscrewed the mezuzah from 
his doorframe, put on some comfortable but warm clothes, and set off  for the top of  the 
universe. As he passed a small flower stand near the bus stop, he bought a single red daisy 
for Paloma.

In/Words 10.1
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The Harvest
Jesse Gerroir

In the absence of  his care his pumpkins still grew. Laying in the dirt, their coarse vines curling 
around their plump bodies, their ribs swelling as they ate from the earth and drank from the 
sky, they grew. Their shapes malformed, each betrayed a slothful bulging born of  dark nights, 
of  rotting rain soaked leaves that blew from the forest and covered his untended fields. The 
brilliant orange of  his pumpkins deepened as no one watched. 

My breath was frosty upon the air, and my fingers stiff  with cold as I brushed a small spider 
from the sleeve of  my coat and watched it scuttle in the dust. With slow moving fingers I did 
up the buttons of  my coat and about my neck tightly wrapped my woolen scarf. 
I stopped and stared at my fields. Everything had been harvested; only the chaff  remained. I 
stared at the clouds and listened to the empty autumn breeze as it rustled the dead leaves that 
were so finely coloured as if  they had worn their best just to die. From time immemorial, like 
this it seemed nothing ever truly died during the harvest: as the wheat was severed by scythe, 
as the potatoes were upturned with the shovel, as the apples were plucked from their branches 
and squished to cider, nothing ever died as winter approached. The earth grew barren and cold 
and the woods grew silent as the animals slept, the shadows lengthened and the nights grew 
long about me. Yet a freshness could be felt upon the breeze, a cold snap, a gentle nip, a frosty 
bite of  something approaching, something that could not be found in any other season. 

This autumn we were weary, weary from fear. It sapped our strength far more than our toil 
and every day that I toiled my mind returned to Him. It had been a bitter day many years ago 
when we had dragged him from his house the coarse burlap sack with torn eyeholes still over 
his face. He had been wearing it when we had come for him. Silent he had remained when we 
had hung him, as if  all protest had been struck from him long ago in violence akin to that of  
lightning splitting a tree, turning it in a bleak instance of  pure light into nothing more than a 
charcoal monument that would never rot. He had only stared at us though the small eyeholes 
of  his mask. He died swaying in the wind.
Before we had hung him for the crimes he had committed he had not appeared to be of  vile 
character, only strange. At night he had often been seen from the road attending to his pump-
kins in that burlap mask of  his. Stopping he would kneel down in the yellow light of  the lan-
tern to place an ear against the side of  a pumpkin. No one really knew what he did but farming 
was always at the mercy of  the weather, and many a farmer had his own strange customary 
rituals to bring good fortune.  
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Although superstition ran deep most did not truly believe the strange accounts—sightings of  
things that jittered, of  strange heavy fluttering sounds that could be heard in the cold darkness 
of  windy nights—flutterings heavier than any cloth left accidently on the line. Many believed 
that such a thing, or things, were fabricated from the great boredom of  working the fields dur-
ing the harvest and of  the nearness of  Hallowe’en. 

Every year though more and more mysterious accounts were logged. Every year there were 
more and more disappearances of  cattle and after a few years time the odd lone wanderer who 
walked the woods at night. Every year more and more would lock and bar their doors and 
windows when the sun sank and fewer would venture alone into the fields.  For it seemed that 
something lived in the north woods when it should not and a dreadful conclusion arose in my 
mind and resided in the bleakness there between deep intuition and mistaken truth. 
From my chopping block next to the side of  my barn where the firewood was stacked in neat 
cords, I picked up my axe. Slinging it over my shoulder, I proceeded upon my way and then 
stopped. Breathing deeply, I turned and walked back to the front door of  my house. Walk-
ing up the creaky steps of  my porch I took the lantern from where it hung. It was best to be 
cautious.  Putting my arm though its wide brass loop, I held it in the crook of  my elbow and 
placed my hands within my pockets. I regretted not having gloves, but did not want to dally 
any longer for the sky was already beginning to darken. 

Once on the road I continued on my way. I whistled. I walked. I followed the ruts in the road 
with lazy eyes as if  it were a warm summer’s day. Every so often I stopped and switched hands 
for the exposed one holding the handle of  the axe became intolerably cold. Looking up I 
saw that the sun touched the horizon. Quickening my pace I began to regret ever having that 
fleeting thought that had come upon me, began to regret hanging that old man before we had 
figured out the meaning of  his hollow gaze. I looked over my shoulder and glanced back—
more than halfway I continued.

I came to the gate and stopped. It hung on rusted hinges its wood reduced to a shrunken husk 
that lichens clung to in mottled spots. I undid the latch and pushed it open for it was stuck in 
the dirt from years of  disuse. My heart began to thud as I walked through the fields. I glanced 
up at his house—only once I will admit—for my fear of  it was great even though I knew it to 
be boarded up. Even after him being dead all these years, the fields about his House felt as if  



he had, in some final act, salted them with a sapping melancholy of  the soul.  

The old furrows were deep and so I slowed. The sun had slipped more than halfway below the 
horizon and so pausing I put down the lantern and opened its glass doors. Pulling a book of  
matches from my coat I lit one and it sputtered out and so cupping my hands I lit the next one 
and this time was greeted with a warm yellow glow. 

It was all but dark by the time I reached the first row of  pumpkins. Stopping, I looked up 
and saw that the back end of  the field was dotted with them. Their orange shone bright even 
in the autumn darkness. It seemed there were more and more of  them every year. More and 
more to be found broken and rotting once winter had fully come, burst open, stinking with 
such a putrid sickening sweetness that was like no other smell. Flee! My inner most thoughts 
screamed. Instead I froze. Gripping the axe in stark terror I waited and when the horror re-
ceded I resumed in grim reluctance. 

At last I found one! Ripe, its girth was so big that I could not have encircled it with my arms. 
Placing the lantern on the ground I hefted the axe from my shoulder and without a thought, 
without hesitation, brought it down. It sunk deep into the flesh of  the pumpkin with a sicken-
ing gulch. Piercing the pumpkin I tore my axe loose and left a raw and jagged wound. Raising 
it again I brought it down, over and over, my breath coming fast, the cold air burning my 
lungs, my mind overtaken with instinct and fear formed of  long years and longer memory. I 
continued unabated, that awful sound filling the air as the blade of  my axe dug deep only to 
be wrenched free again.

With a scream of  pure terror I dropped my axe. Raising my hands in fright I lurched backward 
and screamed again, my skin paled the same colour of  the ashen dirt of  the field at what I saw. 
For in that moment, that wayward moment, that fleeting thought that had harried me for long 
weeks found shape and substance upon the ground. 
No one picked those pumpkins, no one ventured far past that wooden gate at the end of  the 
lane out of  unspoken fear. For a friend of  long faced ghosts the old man had been, a friend of  
ghosts that danced within the darker clouds of  the autumn sky. Devilish creatures made from 
the stuff  of  clouds, their jaws malformed, their faces stretched past human contortion, their 
ghastly eye sockets tearing as they shifted—yet their long horns, some spiraled like the rams, 
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stayed shape no matter which way the north wind blew.  
Screaming, I stepped backward in a daze until the heel of  my boot struck another pumpkin be-
hind me. Almost falling, I quickly reclaimed my scattered mind and looked in horror towards 
where my axe lay, to where the pumpkin was that I had split open upon the ground.

For amid the greasy tangled of  vegetable flesh, amid the countless seeds and stringed matter, 
amid the hunks of  pumpkin shell that my axe had hacked, there lay something else—caught 
amid the pale innards of  the pumpkin was something malformed with small fingers and long 
nails, with twin appendages that looked to be wings or perhaps gangly disjointed arms. It lay 
premature upon the soil like something half  born. Its skin translucent and pale, its tiny blood 
vessels pulsed as its heart beat its last. Its body bore a fetal look and I looked away from its 
horridness for it was neither human nor beast but a thing of  far older flesh born of  far older 
depraved essence. An unholy winged harvester, eater of  flesh and blood, it drank from the 
soul and spirit of  its victims as winter approached. Dead it lay, but its death did not assuage my 
fear. For as I looked up from it at last I saw all about me, nestled in the dirt, their rich orange 
filled with a healthy glow, the pumpkins had begun to twitch. 
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On Possibility: A Few Words on Suzanne Buffam’s The Irrationalist
Josh Nadeau

22

Suzanne Buffam pulls no punches in the openings lines of  her 
second collection of  poetry, The Irrationalist: “In the beginning was 
the world. / Then the new world. / Then the new world order. // 
Which resembles the old one, / Doesn’t it?” In these few lines she 
leaps through whole cultural eras only to pause and question if  she 
has moved anywhere at all. There is no better way of  summarizing 
the overall tone of  this collection. 

Indeed, the key word used above to describe Buffam’s poetry 
is “leaps.” This is obvious in poems such as “On Attachment,” 
where the reader may be left in her wake and out of  breath: “A 
house burns all night / In the middle of  a field. / A beautiful sight 
/ Even if  the burning house / Does happen to be mine. / Sooner 
or later / All burning houses will be mine.” What often begins as 

a domestic reflection often becomes the site for a dramatic leap into a realm both intimate 
and profound. While this kind of  jump is by no means a groundbreaking approach to poetry, 
Buffam’s gifts lie in the effortless accessibility of  her language.

She satisfyingly crafts a poetic style that is at once immediate and concrete without compro-
mising her philosophical mandate. In simple language she evokes a gallery of  Great Minds 
(including Aristotle, Galileo, St. John of  the Cross, Jorge Luis Borges, T.S. Eliot, Ad Reinhart 
and Thomas Merton) while taking casual sips of  an Ice Cap. Her reflections on universal 
themes of  thought, perspective, and reason are unadorned so as to let the ideas shine above 
the vocabulary. 

Buffam often dwells on questions of  epistimology – namely, how do we know we know 
what we think we know? Beginning with the collection’s opening lines she challenges her 
own frame of  reference and opts instead for a worldview claiming “there is no one centre of  
the universe.” This quote, ripped from Nicolaus Copernicus, serves as an epigraph for one 
of  the highlights of  The Irrationalist: a section entitled “Small Commentaries.” These seventy-
two short “on” poems are bite-sized observations bordering on epigrams, ranging from the 
poignant (“On Negative Capability”) to the hilarious (“On Geological Time”) or, unfortu-
nately, the trite (“On Could”). Whether or not she fully explores the implications of  these 



relative perspectives, Buffam’s commentaries alone are worth the price of  admission.

Though endlessly clever, Buffam always seems to flirt with a common pitfall encountered 
when addressing issues of  reason and irrationality: that of  dressing the two as polar oppo-
sites rather than as complimentary lenses with which to view the world. To her credit she 
stays clear of  direct romanticizations of  chaos and disorder, but at the same time there are 
hints that the speaker (as stated on the back cover) seeks to “pursue her own poetic logic 
beyond the bounds of  reason.” Buffam never leaves the bounds of  reason; in fact she em-
braces elements of  irony, wit and intellectual dialog in the text. She merely recognizes that 
there are some experiences, feelings and sensations in life that don’t necessarily make imme-
diate sense – but this is more an issue of  our frame of  reference or cultural mindset (often 
mistaken for “pure reason”) rather than rationality. 

Throughout the whole, however, there is an electricity teeming with Possibility, and it re-
fuses to be contained by her cultivated cynicism. Buffam exhorts her readers not to tell her 
of   “another / Better place” while constantly alluding to opportunities for transcendence in 
everyday life. In one of  her final poems (“Enough”) she watches as a “train whistles through 
the far hills” and plans to one day “be riding it.” 

If  you never find the review of  Suzanne Buffam’s poetry claiming “her poems quietly ex-
amine how we constantly negotiate the complex comings and goings of  the ever-changing 
associations of  memory, relationship and loss in our post-war, post-modern, post-post-MTV 
perspective of  existence,” then you only have her to blame. 

And you will never, ever find it.
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Disjointedness and Jeremy Hanson Finger’s The Delicious Fields
David Currie

“She didn’t turn the lights on 
and pretend she was setting all 

the systems to autopilot; she just 
stared up at the hot black rubber 

that smelled like the garden, 
imagining what it’d be like to not 

be.”

Jeremy Hanson Fingers’ The 
Delicious Fields, an Apt. 9 Press 
release, offers many such favourite 
sections.  The book abandons 
traditional narrative and instead 

“flashes” the reader between isolated and disected incidents.  With every page,  Hanson 
Finger’s characters seem to lose pieces of  themselves under the weight of  their own stories. 

The conduit into these stories is Michelle, a woman who’s idea of  self  never fully forms and 
by the last sentence is so unravelled that the reader’s experience becomes entirely personal. 
Jeremy Hanson Finger’s approach to The Delicious Fields has more in common with listening 
to a really good album than it does to reading something.  On the final page the reader is 
awash in feelings and terrifying perspectives with no character to keep them grounded.  All 
that’s left after the final words “the deep and neccessary violence of  things” is a terrible and 
lasting awe.

Michelle’s life is woven together through a series of  flashes.  The life and death of  her 
grandfather is broken up and artfully blended with Michelle’s misguided fear-driven assault 
on a senior citizen;  her grandfather’s diseased inspired journals are tied to her childhood 
understanding of  mortality.  When combined no single incident has any more significance 
than another, however the compounding of  all of  these experiences, even when broken up 
and thrown across Hanson Finger’s timeline, becomes a superb example of  the terrifying 
state of  being human.

This marriage of  Hanson Finger’s story and Cameron Anstee’s Apt 9. Press on the surface 
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seems perfect.  Cameron’s editorial decisions, especially in regards to layout, have been 
lauded by the Ottawa writing community and his books are commonly described as either 
“beautiful” or “works of  art.”  Anstee, who is best known as a publisher of  poetry, released 
Mike Blouin’s “Two Boys carrying a box through a field .going somewhere”  in 2009 and with 
it proved himself  a talented editor and publisher of  fiction.

However, with the Hanson Finger book something is definately amiss.  The editorial 
decisions seems haphazzard and poorly concieved.  In the past Cameron Anstee and Apt 9. 
press have been responsible for the printing of  some of  my favourite books both for their 
content and their layout. Readers would do well to track down a copy of  Ben Ladouceur’s The 
Argossey,  Monty Reed’s Site Conditions, or Justin Million’s Guzzles  just to name a few.  In all of  
the aforementioned books Cameron Anstee’s layout decisions compliment the authors words 
and transform the works into “great art.”

The Delicious Fields layout, in an ironic compliment to one of  the work’s themes, is 
disjointed.  Anstee uses so little of  the page for each piece that other reviewers have 
mistakenly labelled it “a book of  prose poems.”  Every section of  Hanson Finger’s work is 
abandoned at the top of  the page and then left to be completely overwhelmed by negative 
space. After reading and rereading the work several times it is concievable that this was an 
intentional decision derived from Hanson Finger’s focus on light contrast - but it doesn’t 
work.   The book is extremely difficult to read and took several very deliberate attempts just 
to finish.  Sadly, the blank space that surrounds The Delicious Fields undermines the brilliance 
of  the writing and fails to compliment the work in any meaningful way.

All that being said, for those who have followed Jeremy Hanson Finger’s development in 
Ottawa (all the way to Toronto) this is a milestone work.  The book is an essential read for 
lovers of  fiction and Anstee is to be commended on releasing such dynamic and interesting 
work. 
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